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Inductance Model and Analysis Methodology for
High-Speed On-Chip Interconnect

Kaushik Gala, David Blaauw, Vladimir Zolotov, Pravin M. Vaidya, and Anil Joshi

Abstract—With operating frequencies entering the multi-giga-
hertz range, inductance has become an important consideration in
the design and analysis of on-chip interconnects. In this paper, we
present an accurate and efficient inductance modeling and anal-
ysis methodology for high-performance interconnect. We deter-
mine the critical elements for a PEEC based model by analyzing
the current flow in the power grid and signal interconnect. The pro-
posed model includes distributed interconnect resistance, induc-
tance and capacitance, device decoupling capacitances, quiescent
switching currents in the grid, pad connections, and pad/package
inductance. We propose an efficient methodology for extracting
these elements, using statistical models for on-chip decoupling ca-
pacitance and switching currents. Simulation results show the im-
portance of various elements for accurate inductance analysis. We
also demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed model compared
to the traditional loop-based inductance approach. Since the pro-
posed model can consist of hundreds of thousands ofRLCelements,
and a fully dense mutual inductance matrix, we propose a number
of acceleration techniques that enable efficient analysis of large in-
terconnect structures. We use block-diagonal matrix sparsification
that guarantees the passivity of the sparsified circuit while main-
taining good accuracy. We also employ reduced-order modeling
using the PRIMA algorithm. To accelerate the reduced order mod-
eling, we introduce a new formulation of the moment calculation
that employs a matrix reduction technique and also ensures that
the resulting matrix is positive-definite. This allows the factoriza-
tion of this matrix to be performed using efficient Cholesky fac-
torization instead of the more time consuming LU decomposition,
traditionally used. The proposed methods were implemented and
used on the clock network of a gigahertz microprocessor. The com-
bined sparsification and reduced order modeling approaches allow
the analysis of a circuit model consisting of over 720 thousandRLC
elements and 8 million mutual inductances in less than 1 hour. The
presented analysis results emphasize the importance of inductance
on the signal behavior in high performance processor designs and
demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed induc-
tance model and analysis methodology.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the advance of process technology, inductance ef-
fects in on-chip interconnect structures have become in-

creasingly significant. Interconnect wire lengths are increasing,
while the introduction of copper and wider upper-layer metal
lines are reducing wire resistance. At the same time, higher fre-
quency operation is leading to faster transition times. Combined,
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these trends are leading to a significant increase of inductance
effects in on-chip interconnect [1], [2]. This is particularly the
case for global interconnect lines, such as clock distribution net-
works, signal buses, and power grids for high-performance pro-
cessors. On-chip inductance impacts these interconnects in a
number of ways [3]. Signal wire delays are increased, causing
possible performance problems. Signal transition times are de-
creased, which, together with inductive crosstalk can result in
signal integrity related problems. Inductive signal overshoots
result in high gate input voltages raising thin-oxide reliability
concerns. Finally, inductance in the power grid can increase the
power grid noise. In high-performance design, it is therefore
critical in that inductance is accurately extracted and modeled
for on-chip interconnects.

The main difficulty in the extraction and simulation of
on-chip inductance is the fact that inductance is a function of
a closed current loop. Therefore, it is required that both the
current through a signal net and the return currents through the
power grid are considered simultaneously instead of being ana-
lyzed in isolation. The current distribution in the entire circuit,
including the grid, must be known in order to obtain a correct
estimate of inductance. However, actual chip topologies consist
of complex power grid and signal line structures, and current
distribution depends on many elements, including device and
interconnect decoupling capacitance, power grid resistance
and inductance, pad locations, and operating frequency. Thus,
the determination of current paths and, hence, the inductance
is quite difficult, since it requires accurate modeling and
simulation of the signal net and power grid topology.

Traditional approaches to inductance analysis have been
based on simple loop inductance models [4]–[6]. This approach
is illustrated above in Fig. 1(a), where a typical signal net
and its neighboring power and ground grid are shown. For
illustration purposes, the power and ground grids are shown
separate from each other, although in the design they are inter-
leaved. An equivalent RL model is constructed by omitting all
capacitors from the circuit, defining a port at the driver output,
and shorting the signal net to the power and ground grids at the
receiver input, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). From this simplified
RL model, the loop inductance and resistance are extracted by
solving the current distribution for the circuit at a particular
frequency ’ ’ using tools such as FastHenry [7] and computing
the port impedance . The equivalent inductance
and resistance are then combined with lumped interconnect
capacitance to construct anRLCnetlist, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
A more recent approach suggests the construction of a ladder
circuit to model the frequency dependence of resistance and
inductance [4] over a range of frequencies. The lumpedRLC
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Fig. 1. Loop inductance approach for a simple signal net.

circuit representation can also be distributed using manyRLC-
segments, as shown in Fig. 1(d).

The primary issue with the loop inductance approach is that
while extracting the inductance, the current distribution is de-
termined solely by the resistance and inductance in the circuit,
while all capacitance is omitted. This leads to significant inaccu-
racies, since the coupling capacitance of the signal net and the
device decoupling capacitances in the power grid strongly af-
fect the current return paths. Also, defining a port at the driving
gate and shorting the input of receiver gate alters the current dis-
tribution in the circuit and ignores certain current paths, such as
the short-circuit gate current, current through the signal net cou-
pling capacitances, and power grid current due to the switching
activity of other gates in the circuit. The loop inductance ap-
proach therefore has limited accuracy. However, its simplicity
leads to fast simulation times, making it applicable in pre-layout
inductance estimation for highly controlled signal net topolo-
gies.

We propose a new inductance modeling and analysis method-
ology that uses the Partial Electrical Equivalent Circuit (PEEC)
[9] method. In this approach, partial self and mutual inductances
are defined for individual wire segments. The PEEC method can
be used to construct a circuit model that does not require the
predetermination of current loops, and can include capacitance
in the circuit model. PEEC models have been used to obtain
a more accurate current distribution [11], [12]. However, such
techniques have been applied to highly simplified structures like
coplanar waveguides. In addition, they ignore important compo-
nents that determine current paths in on-chip interconnect struc-

ture, such as the short-circuit current, currents to the power pads,
and through decoupling capacitances, and hence, lack accurate
estimation capability.

In this paper, we determine the critical components that must
be included in a PEEC-based model, by analyzing the current
paths that arise in the signal net and power grid, when an on-chip
signal switches. We propose a comprehensive model that in-
cludes the following elements:

• interconnect resistance, capacitance, and partial self and
mutual inductances;

• explicit decoupling capacitance structures and implicit
device decoupling capacitance between the power and
ground grids;

• power and ground pad locations and package inductance
models;

• quiescent power and ground currents due to the switching
of other signal net drivers in the design;

• the signal net driver and receiver gates and their connec-
tions to the power grid.

These elements have a strong impact on current distribution
in a power grid and their inclusion in the model leads to a signifi-
cantly more accurate analysis of signal nets. We propose a effec-
tive methodology for extracting the listed elements, including
statistical models for modeling the device decoupling capaci-
tance and quiescent currents from other signal drivers. We also
present a simple package model that can be included in the anal-
ysis and propose a numerically stable approach for calculating
the partial self and mutual inductances.
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The proposed approach was used on industrial circuits to
study the effect of on-chip inductance on clock nets and signal
busses. We compared the PEEC-based model with the simpli-
fied loop inductance model and found that the latter dramatically
overestimates the impact of signal inductance. It is important for
the circuit designer to know the accurate impact of inductance
to avoid over-design of signal nets or shields. We also studied
the impact of the different model elements on the signal be-
havior. We found that the number of pads and their locations, the
package inductance, the decoupling capacitance, and the quies-
cent switching activity in the grid, significantly affect the signal
behavior. This underscores the importance of including these
elements in an accurate model and also allows the designer to
optimize the signal performance by correctly controlling these
elements in the design.

The proposed PEEC model leads to a denseRLCcircuit ma-
trix requiring large SPICE simulation times. Hence, we further
propose a new analysis methodology for efficiently simulating
large PEEC-based models. We employ a number of accelera-
tion techniques. In order to overcome the computational com-
plexity imposed by the dense mutual inductance matrix, we pro-
pose a simple block sparsification method which dramatically
increases the run time efficiency while guaranteeing the pas-
sivity of the model. We then employ reduced order modeling,
using the PRIMA [22] algorithm, to further increase the analysis
efficiency of the sparsified model. The moment computation in
the PRIMA algorithm requires factorization of the conductance
matrix, which can be nonpositive definite when partial induc-
tances are present in the model. This requires the use of LU de-
composition, instead of the more efficient Cholesky factoriza-
tion [29] that can be used for models without inductance. How-
ever, we propose a new formulation of the moment computation
that results in both the reduction of the matrix size, and also in it
being positive-definite. Therefore, our formulation can use ef-
ficient Cholesky factorization of a reduced matrix for models
that include inductance, yielding a significant speed advantage.
To further improve the efficiency of the reduced order model
generation, we reduce the number of ports in several ways in-
cluding the use of active and passive ports, collapsing close-by
power/ground ports and replacing receiver gates with equivalent
capacitive loads.

The proposed inductance extraction and analysis method-
ology was implemented in an industrial analysis tool called
Lyric and was used on a number of high-performance micro-
processor and DSP designs. We demonstrate the accuracy of
the proposed PEEC-based model and the proposed acceleration
techniques. Results are presented for a global clock net of a
giga-hertz processor, consisting of 720 thousandRLCelements
and over 8 million mutual inductances. This interconnect struc-
ture could be extracted and analyzed in less than 1 hour, clearly
demonstrating the efficiency of the proposed method. We also
show that the on-chip inductance for this structure significantly
impact its signal behavior, underscoring the importance of
accurate and efficient on-chip inductance modeling.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion II, we present the PEEC-based inductance model and dis-
cuss the extraction and modeling methodology of its various ele-
ments. In Section III, we present the proposed analysis method-

ology. We present our technique for increasing the efficiency of
the analysis using mutual inductance sparsification and acceler-
ated reduced order modeling and compare these techniques to
other methods. Finally, in Section IV we present our simulation
results and in Section V we draw our conclusions.

II. PEEC-BASED INDUCTANCE MODEL

A PEEC-based model allows a wide variety of circuit ele-
ments to be represented in the model. In order to determine
whether the inclusion of an element is critical for the accuracy
of the model, we first analyze the current paths that arise when
a signal net switches. Fig. 1(a) shows an abstract representa-
tion of a signal net topology. A typical circuit topology consists
of two supply grids (power and ground) and signal lines laid
out over multiple metal layers. The driving gates draw power
from the lowest metal layer, while external power and ground
are supplied via pads to the uppermost metal layer. Although
in Fig. 1(a) the two power grids are shown separate from each
other, the actual power and ground grids are interleaved and the
signal net is embedded among them. Power and ground shields,
which are connected to the power and ground network may also
be present on either side of the signal net.

In Fig. 2 three primary current loops are shown that arise in
the power and ground grid when a gate drives a loaded signal
line. In the example, the signal net is switching high. Fig. 2(a)
shows the short circuit current loop, consisting of current
flowing from the power pads, through the power grid and the P
and N devices of the driver gate and then through the ground grid
to the ground pads. Fig. 2(b) shows the charging current loop,
consisting of current flowing from the power pads through the
power grid and P devices of the driver gate to the coupling ca-
pacitance between the signal net and the ground grid, and then
through the ground grid to the ground pads. This current loop
is responsible for charging the capacitances between the ground
grid and the signal net. Note that both currentsand com-
plete their current loop through the package and outside power
supply. The inductance model therefore requires accurate mod-
eling of the pad inductances and the pad locations in the grid.
These current loops are also completed through on-chip decou-
pling capacitance between the power and ground grid which
acts as a local supply voltage. Such decoupling capacitances can
take the form of either explicitly designed decoupling capac-
itor structures, or are contributed by the parasitic capacitances
of the nonswitching devices in design. Since such decoupling
capacitances impact the current distribution in the power grid,
it is necessary to include them in the inductance model. Also,
the power and ground grid structures that connect the driver
gate and signal coupling capacitances to the nearest power and
ground pads need to be represented in the model.

The third current loop is shown in Fig. 2(c) and consists
of current flowing from the coupling capacitances between the
signal net and the power grid, through the power grid and P
devices of the driver gate and back to the decoupling capaci-
tances. This current forms a self-contained current loop that is
responsible for discharging the coupling capacitance between
the power grid and signal net. In addition to the current gener-
ated by the transition of the signal net of interest, other gates
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Fig. 2. Currents in driver-receiver-grid topology.

in the design are also switching and producing currents in the
power and ground grids. Since these so-calledquiescentpower
grid currents affect the voltages in the grid and its current distri-
bution, they also need to be represented in the inductance model.

Our proposed PEEC-based inductance model therefore con-
sists of the following elements:

• resistance, partial self-inductance and capacitance (RLC-
) for each metal segment in the signal net and in those
portions of the power and ground grid that connect the
signal driver and receiver to their nearby pad locations or
that lie in the vicinity of the signal net;

• mutual inductances between all pairs of parallel segments;
• coupling capacitances between all pairs of adjacent metal

lines;
• via resistances between adjacent metal layers;
• implicit and explicit decoupling capacitance between the

power and ground grids;
• quiescent currents due to other gates switching in the de-

sign;
• pad resistances and package inductance models;
• the driver and receiver gates.

In addition to these, our model can also be extended to include
a substrate model for enhanced accuracy, but at the cost of addi-
tional model complexity. The structure of the inductance model
is illustrated in Fig. 3. For clarity, the power grid is removed and
the mutual inductance between each pair of wire segments is
omitted. The extraction of the resistance, coupling capacitance,
and partial self and mutual inductances is discussed below in
Section II-A. The power grid decoupling capacitances are rep-
resented with a seriesRC circuit and the quiescent switching
current by current sources. The extraction and modeling of these
two elements is discussed in Sections II-B and C, respectively.
The package model for the power and ground pads is discussed
in Section II-D. Finally, in Section IV, we present empirical re-
sults showing the impact of each model element on the behavior
of the signal net transition. These results underscore the impor-
tance of the proposed detailed PEEC-based model.

A. Interconnect RLC Extraction

Each grid segment is modeled as anRLC- circuit. The re-
sistance is computed as a function of length, width and sheet
resistance. The segment capacitance to ground and the coupling
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Fig. 3. PEEC-based inductance model and its elements.

capacitances between each pair of adjacent metal lines are com-
puted using either Chern models [27], or using commercialRC
extraction tools [31].

The partial self and mutual inductances are a function solely
of the geometry of the wire segments and can be computed by
taking a double volume integral over the two conductors. For
on-chip VLSI structures, we take advantage of the fact that con-
ductors are rectangular and parallel with arbitrary relative posi-
tioning, as shown in Fig. 4. In [15], a closed form solution for
the partial self and mutual inductances of two such wires was
presented. By choosing the appropriate limits of integration for
function “ ” later, we obtain either the partial self inductance or
the partial mutual inductance shown in the equation at bottom
of page. This analytic formula is exact, under the assumption
that current is uniformly distributed across the cross-section of
the wire. This formulation therefore ignores the skin effect and
proximity effect within the conductor. For a rise-time of 100 ps
(which is typical for a 2.5 GHz processor), the maximum fre-

quency of interest is 3.2 GHz and the skin depth is 1.53m,
allowing for a maximum wire thickness of 3.06m. Since all
on-chip interconnect structures are currently less than this thick-
ness, skin-effect does not need to be considered for on-chip in-
terconnects. However, for very wide wires, proximity effect can
pose a problem. In this case, a wire must be split in its width
to form multiple narrower wire segments which are connected
in parallel. Although this operation is straightforward, it results
in a significant increase in the model size, which can cause run
time issues. Fortunately, current interconnect technologies use
chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) methods which strictly
limit the maximum allowed width of interconnects. Thus ad-
ditional discretization of wires in their widths is not needed in
practice.

For wire segment pairs lying far from each other, the earlier
formula becomes numerically unstable. This results from oper-
ations such as subtraction of and from in the first
term. For two wires separated by 1000 times their individual

where
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Fig. 4. Two parallel rectangular conductors, placed in any relative position.

Fig. 5. Far-away parallel rectangular conductors treated as FILAMENTS.

wire widths, the ratio between the magnitude of the terms and
their difference reaches 10orders and the computation be-
comes numerically unstable, unless expensive high precision
arithmetic is used. Therefore, for far-away conductors, we ap-
proximate the conductors as filaments as shown in Fig. 5 and
use a simpler formula, which allows for fast and stable compu-
tations.

B. Power Grid Decoupling Capacitance

The primary decoupling capacitance between the power and
ground grid is contributed by three sources: explicit decoupling
structures, n-well capacitance, and device decoupling capac-
itance. Explicit decoupling structures can be extracted using
commercial extraction tools, while n-well capacitance can be
characterized using a process simulator [28] and represented
using a simple lumped model for each N-well. Device decou-
pling capacitance is contributed by the parasitic device and in-
terconnect capacitances of the gates and signal routes that are
static (i.e., nonswitching) in a design. Since at any point in time
as much as 80–90% of all gates are static, these nonswitching
gates result in a significant decoupling capacitance effect, which
reduces IR-drop and changes current distribution by allowing
current to jump from one grid to the other. The difficulty in mod-
eling this decoupling capacitance is that the exact set of gates
that are static during a particular transition of a signal net can
vary greatly depending on the overall operation of the design.
Therefore, we use a statistical model for the device decoupling
capacitance, which reflects the average decoupling capacitance
expected during the operation of the design.

We estimate the decoupling capacitance directly using SPICE
simulation of several representative circuit blocks. Fig. 6(a) de-
picts the simulation setup and Fig. 6(b) shows the equivalent
RCcircuit for a circuit block. The input terminals of the circuit
are set arbitrarily at logic 0 or 1 and the power terminals are set
at a dc bias equal to the operating voltage. A small sinusoidal
voltage is then superimposed on the supply rails to cause fluc-
tuation in the supply voltage. The decoupling action of the cir-
cuit is studied by monitoring the input current. Since no devices
are switched, the input current is solely in response to the fluc-
tuation in the grid voltage, thus representing the current in the
underlyingRCdecoupling circuit. The and values de-
termined for a block represent the combined decoupling action
of the device capacitances and the extracted parasitic capaci-
tances of its interconnects. The obtained equivalent decoupling
capacitance is then scaled to account for the switching activity
in the circuit, since in practice not all gates are static. We re-
peat the above measurements for a set of random states and take
the average values for resistance and capacitance. The values of
one block can be easily translated to other circuit blocks based
on the size of the blocks (total transistor widths). For each cir-
cuit block the total decoupling capacitance is computed and then
distributed across the area of the block using a number of small
equivalent decoupling capacitor structures.

C. Quiescent Power Grid Current

In addition to driver gate of the signal line, other gates switch
simultaneously in the design, drawing current from thegrid
and injecting it into the ground grid. These quiescent power grid
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Fig. 6. Determination of device decoupling cap.

currents cause voltage fluctuations in the power and ground grid
and affect the current return paths of the signal of interest and
hence, its inductance. Different gates draw current at different
times and in varying amounts, causing a continuously changing
current profile in the grid. Explicit modeling of all switching
gates during the signal transition would lead to an intractably
large models. We therefore again use a statistical model, con-
sisting of time-varying current sources distributed through the
power grid and connected at the lowest metal layer. Each cur-
rent source represents the combined current of a small number
of switching gates. Each switching gate is represented by a sharp
triangular current pulse, obtained through characterization of
typical gates using SPICE simulation. In a typical 0.13m de-
sign, a current pulse with a peak current of 1A and 200 ps
pulse width was used. Since the transition time of the signal of
interest is relatively fast, the combined current consumption of
the entire model is assumed to be constant through the duration
of the transition. Therefore, alignment times of the pulse cur-
rents are assigned randomly using a uniform probability distri-
bution across the simulation time. For longer simulation times,
a more complex current profile can be used [28].

D. Pad/Package Inductance Model

External signals are routed to a chip via package leads and
pads. The parasitic inductances associated with the package ge-
ometries must be modeled, since they affect on-chip behavior
significantly. In our circuit model, it is assumed that the planes
in the package are ideal, since the voltage difference across
these planes is typically of order of few mV. Thus, for a flip-
chip-bump package technology, the vertical via which connects
a pad to a power supply plane in the package is modeled as a
rectangular bar. For wire-bonded packages or to obtain a higher
level of accuracy, commercial package modeling tools [32] can
be employed which produce a reduced multiport inductance
model of the package, which can be incorporated in the PEEC-
based inductance model.

III. A NALYSIS METHODOLOGY AND ACCELERATION

TECHNIQUES

Since the PEEC model includes mutual inductances between
every pair of conductors, the resulting circuit matrix is very
dense. As an example, large clock net topologies along with

their surrounding power grid can result in a models with 100 000
self inductances, which would require 10 G mutual inductances.
Computing such a large number of mutual inductances is impos-
sible. Even for smaller systems, this computation might be done
given sufficient time but, SPICE simulation would be infeasible
due to extremely large time and memory requirements. Conse-
quently, the large number of model elements and the dense mu-
tual inductance matrix have been the main bottleneck in the use
of PEEC models.

A number of techniques have been proposed to address these
problems. To accelerate the mutual inductance computation,
both explicit and implicit sparsification methods have been
proposed. Explicit sparsification methods aim to reduce the
number of nonzero entries in the partial inductance matrix by
computing only a sub-set of all possible mutual inductances.
The simplest approach is to discard all mutual coupling terms
falling below a certain threshold. However, the resulting matrix
can become nonpositive definite, and the sparsified system can
become active and can generate energy. As an alternative to
simple truncation, one approach associates each segment with
a distributed current return path out to a shell of some radius
[16]. Segments with spacing more than this radius are assumed
to have no inductive coupling while the mutual inductance
to segments within the radius are modified to guarantee the
positive definite nature of the sparsified matrix. However,
the computation of the radius is difficult. An extension of
this work [17] uses a moment-based algorithm to compute
the shell radius. Another approach for limiting the inductive
interaction is proposed by [18], which introduces return-limited
inductances for sparsification and the use of “halos” to limit the
number of mutual inductances. This approach is based on the
assumption that the currents of signal lines return within the
region enclosed by the nearest same-direction power-ground
lines. A recent approach [23] defines a circuit matrix, as
the inverse of the partial inductance matrixwhich is more
amenable to sparsification and simulation. However, it requires
inversions of partial inductance submatrices, which can be
computationally expensive, and requires a special circuit
simulator that can model elements.

Implicit techniques do not discard mutual inductances, but
rather approximate the far-off inductive couplings without
explicitly computing them. The Fast Multipole algorithm,
which has been used in FastHenry [7], replaces a cluster of
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Fig. 7. Port locations for reduced order model generation.

elements with a single representative element to compute its
far-off inductive couplings, thereby reducing the number of
coupling terms. The Pre-corrected FFT method uses a regular
grid upon which the vector potential of the elements is pro-
jected to compute approximate interactions between far-away
conductors. This method has only been used for capacitance
extraction [8], but can be applied to inductance extraction as
well. Similar to the explicit methods, the implicit methods
compute exact mutual inductances for nearby couplings in
addition to approximate far-off coupling. Their run-times are
therefore typically slower than the explicit methods, although
they have a higher accuracy.

A. Proposed Analysis Methodology

In this paper, we propose the use of a block-diagonal sparsi-
fication method to reduce the density of the mutual inductance
matrix, combined with a reduced-order modeling technique for
an efficient and accurate inductance analysis. The circuit is par-
titioned (geometrically) using a rectangular grid, and the grid
dimensions are controlled to achieve a tradeoff between model
accuracy and run-time. The partitioned circuit thus results in
block-diagonal sparsification, and the mutual inductance matrix
is constructed as follows:

• each section is stamped using self inductances and all mu-
tual inductances between elements of same section;

• there exists no mutual coupling between elements from
different sections;

• the signal bus of interest lies in the middle of the corre-
sponding section to capture the most significant inductive
coupling between signal lines and the surrounding power
grid;

• sections far away from the signal of interest can be mod-
eled asRC instead ofRLC.

Each section can be thought of as an independent circuit with
all mutual coupling preserved and is therefore passive. Since
different sections are only connected through resistive and ca-
pacitive couplings, the complete circuit is also passive and the
block-diagonal sparsification preserves the positive definite na-
ture of the inductance matrix. Also, note that the entries that are
not discarded do not need to be modified in order to preserve

the passivity of the model and that the approach is simple and
efficient to implement.

Even after the mutual inductances have been sparsified, the
remaining circuit model can consist of hundreds of thousands
of RLCelements and several million mutual inductances. There-
fore, direct simulation of such a model with SPICE is still pro-
hibitively expensive. We therefore combine the sparsification
with reduced order modeling using the PRIMA algorithm [22]
to further increase the efficiency of the analysis. The reduced
order model is constructed by defining ports at the power grid
supply locations and the driver and receiver gate connections,
as shown in Fig. 7.

Since the driver and receiver gates connect to local power and
ground connections, three ports are required for each gate (local

, ground and signal net), and a total of six ports is required
for each signal line. Since the efficiency of the reduced order
model generation depends linearly on the number of ports, it is
necessary to reduce the number of ports for circuits with a large
number of signal nets, such as large bus structures, or for signal
nets with a large number of sinks, such as clock nets. We reduce
the number of ports in several ways:

• The receiver gates are replaced with equivalent linear
capacitors, which are then included in the interconnect
model. This substitution introduces a small error, since
the nonlinear parasitic device capacitances are modeled
with a linear capacitor. However, for large signal nets,
the interconnect capacitance is significantly greater than
the device loading capacitance and, hence, the error is
typically insignificant.

• We differentiate between the passive ports representing
the receiver gate inputs and the active ports at the driver
gate outputs. A variant of the PRIMA algorithm is then
used to reduce the computation time by applying excita-
tion sources only to the active ports, and not to passive
sink ports [30]. In this case, the reduced order model gen-
eration complexity is linear in the number of active ports,
and voltage controlled voltage sources can be constructed
for the passive ports with only a marginal computational
overhead.

• For driver and receiver gates that are placed closely to-
gether, power and ground ports can be shared. The power
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and ground grid is typically very well connected such that
adjacent gates observe virtually the same supply voltage
and only a small error is incurred. This technique is par-
ticularly useful for large busses where drivers are closely
spaced together.

The number of current sources needed to model the quiescent
power grid currents can easily exceed tens of thousands. Mod-
eling this elements would therefore result in an excessively large
number of ports in the reduced order model. However, as shown
in Section IV, the presence of these quiescent currents reduces
the inductance effects on the signal behavior. Their omission
therefore introduces a slight overestimation of the inductance
effect on the signal net behavior.

Even after the number of ports has been sufficiently dimin-
ished, reduced order model generation remains computationally
expensive due to the large problem size. In Section IV, we there-
fore show how to increase the efficiency of the reduced order
model generation itself.

B. Acceleration of Reduced Order Model Generation

The main computation time in the reduced order model gen-
eration using the PRIMA algorithm is devoted to factorization
of the conductance matrix. Due to the presence of inductances
in the proposed model, this matrix is no longer positive definite.
This requires the use of standard LU decomposition, instead of
the significantly more efficient Cholesky factorization. In this
section, we therefore transform the problem such that it involves
the factorization of a positive definite matrix. In the process, the
matrix size is also significantly reduced, further accelerating the
reduced order model generation time.

PRIMA is based on the Modified Nodal Analysis formulation
for linear circuits using circuit equations of the following form:

where is the conductance matrix, is the susceptance matrix,
are the state variables, are the port currents and are the

port voltages. Further,

here, and are the MNA variables corresponding to the
node voltages and branch currents respectively. The matrices

, and contain the stamps for resistors, capacitors and
inductors respectively. consists of one and minus one entries,
which represent the current variables in the KCL equations.

PRIMA requires factorization of the matrix during mo-
ment computation, which can be formulated as follows. Solve
the linear system

(1)

where

The conductance part of thematrix (i.e., ) is symmetric pos-
itive definite. However, for generalRLC circuits, the presence
of makes the full admittance matrix nonpositive definite,
preventing the use of the Cholesky method. Our approach for

reducing the system size and for allowing the use of Cholesky
factorization is outlined as follows:

1) demonstrate that solving this system is equivalent to min-
imizing a convex function, with equality constraints;

2) demonstrate that the equality constraints allows the linear
system to be reduced to an equivalent, unconstrained
system with lower order;

3) demonstrate that the admittance matrixfor the reduced
system is positive-definite and hence can be factorized
using Cholesky decomposition.

Equivalence to Minimization of Convex Function:We first
rewrite the linear system (1) as follows:

(2)

(3)

We show that solving the original problem (1) is equivalent to
solving the constrained minimization problem (4), defined as

minimize subject to (4)

To solve problem (4), let us consider the equivalent Lagrangian
augmented function:

(5)

where, the Lagrange multipliers have been introduced to
handle the equality constraints.

Setting the partial derivatives of (5) with respect toto zero
gives: .

Setting the partial derivatives of (5) with respect toto zero
gives: .

The constraints indicate that any change or
variation in must satisfy . Thus, these
constraints force the solution (i.e., the minimum) to satisfy the
imposed constraints. The equations say that at
the minimum, the gradient of the quadratic function in problem
(4) must be orthogonal to the subspace defined by the constraints

. In other words, the gradient has a zero component
in this subspace.

Note that the function in (4) is convex, since it is quadratic
and is positive semidefinite. Setting the partial derivative of
a convex function to zero provides us with a minimum of the
function. Thus, setting the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian
augmented function to zero, will provide us with a solution to
problem (4). Also, since the original system has a unique solu-
tion, the solution to (4), obtained by setting the partial derivative
of (5) to zero, is also unique. Therefore solving (4) is equivalent
to solving the original system of (1).

Using the Equality Constraints in Problem (4) to Reduce the
Linear System:We consider the equality constraint

of (4). Each row of contains at most 2 nonzero entries
which are 1. A constraint is therefore of the form
or . We can assume that the rows of are
linearly independent; since otherwise there is a redundant con-
straint and the matrix is singular. A constraint of the form

fixes the voltage at node and we assume that
such constraints have been eliminated and the dimensionality
of the problem has been appropriately reduced. Such reduc-
tion is implemented by using a queue type data structure, which
keeps track of constraints with a single variable of the current
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Fig. 8. Graph representation of equality constraints.

step during the elimination process. Once constraints with single
variables have been eliminated, we are left with constraints with
exactly 2 variables, of the form .

Consider a graph where ’s are the nodes and each con-
straint corresponds to an edge. An edge corresponding to

is between nodesand , as illustrated in the ex-
ample in Fig. 8. If there is a path between& in this example
graph, then it automatically imposes a constraint on the differ-
ence . This additional constraint is
then either linearly dependent and redundant or inconsistent and
the graph is therefore acyclic.

Each constraint of this type fixes the voltage across an in-
ductor to a specified value and in each connected component,
there is exactly one independent nodal voltage. A connected
component with nodes has constraints associated with
it. Suppose for a connected component, we choose nodal voltage

corresponding to nodein the component as the indepen-
dent variable. Then, all constraints corresponding to the com-
ponent may be put in the form for each node

in the component other than. We refer to the nodewhose
voltage is the independent variable as amaster nodeand the re-
maining nodes in the component as theslave nodes. The voltage
variables corresponding to all the slave nodes can be eliminated
from the problem and we can solve the a reduced problem which

is unconstrained, as follows: Let where are

the slaves and are the masters. We can rewrite the con-
straints as , where has the following special
structure:

• each row of has exactly one nonzero entry with value 1;
• all rows for slave nodes in the same component have their

single nonzero entry in the same column.

Let

Substituting in problem (4), the reduced
problem becomes

Minimize

We can further rewrite the reduced problem as

Minimize

where is the reduced conductance matrix andis the re-
duced right-hand side

Because of the special structure of, has the same sparsity
as and both and can be efficiently computed. The
complete solution therefore consists of the following steps:

1) Solve the reduced problem (using the fast Choleksy
method)

2) Using the constraints compute the voltages at the
slave nodes component by component.

3) Once the nodal voltages have been obtained, compute
the inductor current by solving for in .

Each column of corresponds to an inductor current. The
graph induced by the inductive links alone is acyclic and cor-
responds to a tree when restricted to a connected component.
The row corresponding to a leaf has a single nonzero entry and
we can directly solve for the corresponding “inductor current”
in . Substituting for this inductor current and eliminating that
variable corresponds to deleting that node, so we always have a
row (i.e., a node) with a single nonzero entry during the solu-
tion. This directly follows from the fact that a tree has at least
two leaf nodes. Thus solving for can be efficiently executed.

Positive Definiteness of : Based on the definition of
and the fact that is symmetric positive semidefinite, i.e.,

, it can be proven that . Thus
will also be symmetric positive semidefinite. Further, the

original problem has a unique solution, and the equivalent
problem (4) has a unique minimum.This implies that is not
singular and hence issymmetric positive definite. This property
allows the application of Cholesky decomposition for factoring
the matrix. Thus, the run-time for the PRIMA algorithm can
be significantly reduced.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed inductance and analysis methodology was im-
plemented in an industrial analysis tool, called Lyric. It was used
on a number of high performance microprocessor and DSP de-
signs. Below, we present the following simulation results:

• comparison of the proposed PEEC-based model with the
loop inductance model for a signal bus;

• investigation into the impact of model components on the
signal behavior;
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Fig. 9. Signal bus and power grid topology.

• comparison of the analysis with acceleration techniques
(block diagonal sparsification and reduced order mod-
eling) compared with direct SPICE simulation;

• simulation results for a large microprocessor clock net.

The topologies of interest to us are those having long and wide
signal lines, since inductive effects dominate for such intercon-
nect lines. Hence, we consider signal lines routed on the upper-
most layer, which typically carry global signals such as clocks
and buses in the presence of a multilayer power grid. For the
first three experiments, we use a 7 bit bus in a three-layer power
and ground grid, as shown in Fig. 9. This topology is based on
a recent high-performance microprocessor design. The power
and ground grid occupy all three metal layers, while the signal
bus lies on the uppermost layer M5. Each signal line is con-
nected to driver and receiver inverters. Power and ground pads
are connected as shown. Metal M1 and M2 are not included in
the model since they consist of short wires in a dense grid and do
not significantly affect the accuracy of the analysis. Their omis-
sion dramatically reduces the model size and allows us to per-
form the analysis without the proposed acceleration techniques,
for comparison.

A. Comparison of the PEEC Model With the Loop Inductance
Model

We compared the proposed PEEC model with the traditional
loop inductance model for the bus topology shown in Fig. 9. For
the loop inductance model, the complete topology was analyzed
with FastHenry and the loop inductance and resistance were ex-
tracted by defining ports for each signal line. These were then
combined with interconnect capacitances using a 10-section dis-
tributed -model, which was simulated in SPICE. The delay for
the signal interconnect was measured from 50%at the driver
output to 50% at the receiver input. Undershoot is measured
at the receiver input and signal slope is measured from 10% to
90% of . Fig. 10 shows the simulation results for the two

approaches. The loop inductance approach significantly over-
estimates delay and undershoot, which is undesirable since it
might prompt the designer to overcompensate in the power grid
or shielding structures, thereby yielding an inefficient intercon-
nect topology. This overestimation is in part due to the lack of
capacitances in the loop inductance model when inductance is
extracted. This forces current to travel to the end of the signal
lines, increasing the loop current area and resulting in a higher
inductance estimate.

Fig. 11 shows the same comparison for a larger circuit (700
m 350 m). This larger topology demonstrates a worse over-

estimation of inductive effects in the loop approach.

B. Impact of Model Components on Signal Behavior

In Table I, we present simulation results demonstrating the
impact of the different model components on the signal behavior
for the bus topology shown in Fig. 9. In row 1, the delay, slope,
and undershoot of the middle signal line in the bus are recorded
when all discussed model components, except the package in-
ductance, are included in the analysis. In rows 2 through 6, we
present the same signal measures when a model component is
omitted, added, or altered. We discuss each case in more detail
below:

1) Device Decoupling Capacitance/Explicit Decoupling Ca-
pacitance: In row 2, the analysis was performed without the
device decoupling capacitance. The total device decoupling ca-
pacitance in the model was 75 pF for the 350m by 350 m die
area, which corresponds to a device decoupling capacitance of 6
nF for a full size design of 1 cm. The removal of the device de-
coupling capacitance from the model introduces high-frequency
oscillations into the transient voltages, resulting in a 12% in-
crease in the signal undershoot and a 26% decrease in the delay.
The device decoupling capacitance therefore has a significant
impact on the delay and undershoot of the signal and must be
accounted for in the inductance model. Conversely, in row 3, the
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Fig. 10. PEEC-based (left) versus loop inductance model (right) for 350�m � 350�m circuit area.

Fig. 11. PEEC-based (left) versus loop inductance model (right) for (700�m � 350�m circuit area.

TABLE I
EFFECT OFMODEL COMPONENTS ONSIGNAL BEHAVIOR

analysis is performed when 75 pF of explicit decoupling capac-
itance is added to the model. In this case, the inductive ringing
is slightly decreased, while the interconnect delay is increased.

2) Package Inductance:In row 4 of Table I, the analysis re-
sults are shown when a package model is included in the anal-
ysis. The C4 pads were modeled as 100m by 100 m vertical
bars of 400 m length. The inclusion of package inductance

in the model introduces significant lower-frequency oscillations
into the transient waveforms, as shown in Fig. 12(a), where the
reported voltages are measured with respect to system ground.
However, for the operation of the receiver gate, the gate input
voltage with respect the local power supply grid connections is
of more importance. When measuring with respect to the local
ground node at the receiver gate, the voltage fluctuations are
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(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Signal response with and without package inductance.

Fig. 13. Signal response with and without acceleration.

significantly reduced and the undershoot becomes 140 mV. The
corresponding voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 12(b). Note
that the signal delay is relatively unchanged by the package in-
ductance, and therefore the package model is primarily impor-
tant when analyzing signal integrity issues.

3) Pad Number/Location:In the standard analysis, two
and pads are used to connect the power grids. In row 5,
the number of supply connection was reduced to oneand

pad. Reducing the number of pads worsens the IR drop.
It also influences current return paths and, hence, the effective
inductance of the signal net. Row 5 shows that a reduced number
of pads increases the inductive undershoot significantly as well
as slightly increasing the interconnect delay.

4) Current Sources:Finally, the analysis was performed
without the current sources representing the quiescent currents
in the power grid. Row 6 in Table I shows that the quiescent
currents have a significant dampening effect on the inductive
ringing of the signal net. The signal undershoot increased by
18% and the signal delay increased by 7% when the quiescent
currents are removed.

C. Analysis of Acceleration Methods

In order to test the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed
acceleration techniques, three bus structures were analyzed both
with and without acceleration. The tested bus topology is shown
in Fig. 9 and the circuit model sizes ranged between 350350

m and 1050 350 m. Table II shows the run time results
when SPICE simulation was performed directly on the circuit
model with a fully dense mutual inductance matrix, and when
the block diagonal sparsification and accelerated reduced order
modeling were first performed. The reported run time with ac-
celeration, includes both the sparsification and PRIMA run time
and the subsequent SPICE run time of the reduced model. The
largest bus topology, shown in the third row, could not be ana-
lyzed without the discussed acceleration techniques. Since this
structure is relatively small compared to large on-chip struc-
tures, it clearly demonstrates the need for the proposed accel-
eration. Fig. 13 shows that the waveforms for the 700350 m
bus, with and without acceleration, almost overlap each other.
Thus the accuracy of the proposed acceleration methods is very
high.
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TABLE II
RUN TIME RESULTSWITH AND WITHOUT ACCELERATION TECHNIQUES

Fig. 14. Clock net topology and PEEC model versus loop model simulation results.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OFANALYSES FOR AHIGH-PERFORMANCECLOCK NET

D. Comparison for the Top-Level Clock-Net of a
High-Performance Microprocessor

Finally, we present analysis results for a large global clock
net of a giga-hertz microprocessor. The topology of the clock net
and the power grid is shown in Fig. 14(a). The clock net was sim-
ulated in three ways: with the proposed PEEC-based model and
acceleration techniques, with the traditional loop-based analysis
approach, and without inductance, using a standardRCmodel.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 14(b). The clock delay

and skew for each of the three analyses are shown in Table III,
as well as the different model sizes. Each entry shows the total
measure of delay and skew, with the contribution due to induc-
tance shown in parentheses. The results show that on-chip in-
ductance has a significant impact on the delay and skew of the
clock, and also shows that the loop based approach underesti-
mates the delay and skew contributed by inductance by 33% and
77% respectively, for this particular example. The reported run
times in Table III include the time for extracting the model, spar-
sification, reduced order model generation, and SPICE simula-
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tion. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
acceleration techniques, in that it allows the analysis of a circuit
model consisting of approximately 150 thousand circuit nodes,
720 thousandRLCelements and 8 million mutual inductances
in only 60 minutes on a 400 MHz Sun UltraSparc-II compute
server.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new methodology for accurate modeling
and efficient analysis of on-chip inductance in high-perfor-
mance VLSI circuits. We proposed the inclusion of various
parasitics including distributed interconnect resistance, in-
ductance and capacitance, device decoupling capacitances,
quiescent switching currents in the grid, pad connections, and
pad/package inductance, along with techniques for extracting
these elements. Simulation results show that our PEEC-based
model more accurately determines the current distribution and
hence inductive effects, while the traditional simplified loop
inductance model significantly overestimates the inductive
effects. Further, we have used the PEEC model to demonstrate
the importance of the various model components on signal be-
havior. Since the PEEC model leads to a fully dense inductance
matrix, we used block-diagonal matrix sparsification that guar-
antees the passivity of the sparsified circuit while maintaining
good accuracy. We also employed reduced-order modeling
using the PRIMA algorithm to allow the simulation of large
circuit structures. To accelerate the reduced order modeling,
we introduced a new formulation of the moment calculation
that allows the factorization of the conductance matrix to be
performed using efficient Cholesky factorization instead of
the more time consuming LU decomposition. The combined
sparsification and reduced order modeling approaches allow
the analysis of global clock nets and busses for large IC designs
with high accuracy and efficiency.
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